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Abstract

Results from a space experiment on thermocapillary drop migration conducted on board the Chinese spacecraft ShenZhou-4 ar
in this paper. In the experiment, isolated drops of Fluorinert liquid moved in a matrix liquid of 5cst silicone oil at values of the Ma
numbers (Ma) ranging up to 5500 and the interferometry images showed the temperature distribution inside the test cell. The drop
velocity was measured. The experimental results show that the scaled drop migration velocityV/VYGB obviously decreases with Ma increa
ing the values up to 5500. The space experimental results are also compared with those from our early experiments, other space e
and some theoretical predictions.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A drop or a bubble will migrate in a matrix liquid sub
jected to a temperature gradient. The migration is cau
by the nonuniform distribution of the interfacial tension
the interface due to the temperature gradient and is ca
thermocapillary migration or Marangoni migration. You
et al. first studied the thermocapillary migration of bubb
or drops with their linear analysis as the YGB model in
limitation when convective momentum and energy trans
are both negligible (Re→ 0, Ma→ 0) [1]. Since then, ex
periments on drop or bubble thermocapillary migration h
been conducted under both normal-gravity and microg
ity conditions[2–10]. Among these experiments, some
their results agree well with the linear prediction of You
et al. in the case of small drops migrating at small Reyno
numbers: for instance, the microgravity experiment on sm
drops 11±1.5 µm in diameter have been performed on bo
a microgravity sounding rocket by Braun et al.[4]. The aver-
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age migration velocity (0.22± 0.03 µm/s) well agreed with
that given by the YGB model (0.2 ± 0.03 µm/s). However,
another experiment performed board the MASER sound
rocket by Wozniak obtained migration velocities for larg
drops with diameters raging from 0.69 to 2.38 mm that
smaller than those given by the YGB linear prediction[5].
For this experiment, the Reynolds number is estimated t
larger than 1 according to the drop sizes and applied tem
ature gradient, and therefore the conditions for linear p
diction are not satisfied. Afterward more attention was p
to drop Marangoni migration for larger Reynolds numb
or larger Marangoni numbers. For example, a ground-ba
experiment performed using a matched-density method
Xie et al. showed that the coupling migration velocities
moderate Marangoni numbers were not consistent with
one predicted by the linear model[6]. In the experiment
silicone oil and vegetable oil were used for the drop and c
tinuous phases, respectively. Later on, using the same
bination of drop and matrix liquid, they carried out the e

periment of drop Marangoni migration at larger Marangoni
numbers in the drop shaft facility in 1996[8]. The maximum
Marangoni number reached 1000 and much smaller migra-
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tion velocities, compared with the ones from YGB mod
were observed in the experiment. The scaled velocity v
V/VYGB, the ratio of the measured velocity to the one fro
the linear prediction, was found to decrease to around
as the Marangoni number increased to a value of 1000
addition, the space experiment of drop and bubble migra
conducted by Balasubramaniam et al. on board the s
shuttle during the IML-2 mission in 1994[9] used Fluorinert
liquid FC-75 and 50cst silicone oil as drop phase and c
tinuous phase, respectively. In their experiment, the m
mum Marangoni number at which the drop migrated is ab
300 and the migration velocities are smaller than that fr
the linear prediction. The scaled velocity corresponding
the maximum Marangoni number in their experiment w
decreased to approximately 25%. Since the maximum
reached in their experiment is relatively small, Balasub
maniam and co-workers carried out another experimen
board the space shuttle in 1996. They used the same
uid as in the IML-2 mission for drops but a less visco
liquid, 10cst silicone oil, for the matrix phase and appl
higher temperature gradients in order to increase the m
mum Ma[10]. According to their experimental results, t
scaled velocities of drop migration at Marangoni numb
less than about 400 were consistent with their early IM
2 experiment. It can be seen from the data that the sc
velocity shows a decrease with increasing Ma in gen
and the data points distribute around a value of 30% as
closes to 400. But at higher value of Ma in the range
1300–3700, the scaled velocity for each drop varies with
increase of Ma, showing an unsteady nature of migra
process. Drop migration velocity is in a transient regim

From all the experiment results mentioned above, it can be

Fig. 1. Schematic diagr
erface Science 285 (2005) 737–743

are compared with the prediction from an asymptotic the
for Re→ ∞, Ma→ ∞ [11] and that from a numerical so
lution [12]; the latter suggests a sharp increase of the sc
velocity as the Marangoni number increases beyond a
90. Deviations can be noted for the scaled velocity at r
tively large Marangoni numbers. The numerical results fr
an unsteady model are consistent with our early drop s
experimental results, but only for the data with relativ
small Reynolds numbers[13]. From the brief review above
it can be seen that the behavior of drop thermocapillary
gration at large Marangoni number appears complex,
further studies are needed to observe the developing tre
drop migration velocity with increase of the values of Ma

At the end of 2002, our experiment of drop migration w
arranged and flown aboard China’s spacecraft ShenZho
The goal of the experiment is to expand the knowle
about the behaviors of drop migration at larger Marang
numbers. Fluorinert liquid FC-75 and 5cst silicone oil we
adopted as drop liquid and matrix phase, respectively, in
experiment. In this paper, the results from the space ex
ment are reported and the experimental data are comp
with the results from other experiments, as well as so
available theoretical predictions.

2. Experimental apparatus and procedure

To meet the requirements of the space experimen
board the Chinese unmanned spacecraft ShenZhou-4
developed the apparatus, fixed in the recoverable cap
of the spacecraft, including a test cell, optical diagnos

and illumination system, video cameras, power supply, and

ratus

seen that drop migration at large Marangoni numbers dis-
play a complex behavior, and when these experiment data

computer control and servo systems. As shown inFig. 1
as a schematic diagram, the main element of the appa
am of the apparatus.
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Fig. 2. Sketch

contains the test cell, drop injection system, optical di
nostic and illumination system, two CCD cameras, and
temperature measuring and controlling system. A comp
together with the electronic instruments, constitutes the c
trolling system, which has the function of carrying out t
experiments according to the coded instructions, collec
and storing the scientific data, and communicating with
spacecraft. The recording device consists of two video
recorders that record the moving drop trajectories and
interference images, respectively. The power supply de
provides the power supply for all the facility.

At the heart of the apparatus there is a rectangular
cell with a cavity 50 mm in length and 40× 30 mm in cross
section. Four 8-mm-thick glass walls forming the cavity
sealed with aluminum blocks at the top and bottom end
enforce the temperature gradients along the vertical d
tion. A drop injector is fixed on the cold aluminum block, t
main part of which is a specially designed dual-sleeve st
ture. The generator is connected via pipes with two syrin
full of the drop liquid and the surrounding matrix liquid, r
spectively. The drop liquid is first fed through the inner pi
forming a drop on the tip of it. There is a pause of 25 s a
the injection of the drop and then the matrix liquid is
jected through the annular gap between the inner and o
pipes to push the drop away from the tip of the injector. T
step motors drive the syringes, and the step motors are
trolled by a computer servo system. Six thermocouples
used to measure the temperature. Two are fixed on the
and bottom aluminum blocks of the test cell, respectiv
and another four thermocouples on one side glass wall.

The front and rear surfaces of the glass walls, combi
with the lenses, the laser device (λ = 650 nm), and the cam

era CCD 1, constitute a interferometer which is one part
of optical diagnostic system. Two beams reflected from the
front and rear surfaces of the test cell respectively form an in-
optical system.

r

-

terferential field. The beams reflected from the rear sur
would pass through the liquid twice; therefore so-obtai
interferential fringes carry the information of refractive i
dex distribution related to the temperature field of the liqu
The interferometer can measure the variations of the t
perature field in the fluid through the change of the in
ferential fringes. The sketch of the optical system is sho
in Fig. 2. One of the advantages of the equi-thick interf
ence system is its high stability, especially for the space
perimental environment. Another CCD camera, CCD2,
the optical devices consist of the drop track camera sys
Four light-emitting diodes are used for illuminating from t
back.

In the process of the experiment, the volume of the m
trix liquid in the test cell may expand when the liquid
heated to establish a temperature field. The drops inje
into the matrix liquid would increase the total volume of t
liquid as well. To offset the possible excessive liquid a
keep the pressure steady in the test cell, a flexible ve
is used as a buffer reservoir that is connected with the
cell and sealed after the air in the vessel and the test
is exhausted. The whole experiment process was basi
controlled by the code embedded into the experimental
on board unless intervened in by command instruction
from the ground-based headquarters when extra opera
were needed. The experimenter on the ground can mak
mediate or time-lapsed judgments according to the down
information. Experimental data and telemetry data, suc
the temperature data, the data displaying component st
and two channel images, were transmitted to the ground
during the experiment.

The heating process was activated 3 h before drop in

tion and then the temperature difference was controlled to
get a linear temperature distribution along the vertical di-
rection, thez-axis shown in the sketch, for each group of
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experiment run. For each group, four drops were injecte
a time interval of several minutes between any two inj
tions in order to reduce the disturbance of the tempera
field caused by the predecessor’s migration. All the trave
of drops were recorded by the two video cameras. Acc
ing to the videotapes, the data were analyzed on the gr
using an image processing system.

3. Experimental results

The experiment was designed for FC-75 Fluorinert dr
migrating in a KF-96L series silicone oil of nominal vi
cosity 5cst at two temperature gradients (|∇T∞|) of 0.9 and
1.2 K/mm, respectively. Most of the physical parameters
the space experiment were measured. The dynamic vis
ity, the heat conductivity, the density, and the coefficien
interfacial tension with temperature of the liquids at th
typical temperatures are shown inTable 1. The overall un-
certainties are estimated to be within 10%. The interfa
tension was measured over a temperature ranging from
to 68.8◦C by a plate method using a Krüss K12 tensiom
ter. The results were fitted by straight line and the val
of σT are −0.044± 0.002 dyn/(cm◦C) for the 5cst sili-
cone oil/Fluorinert FC-75 interface. The Reynolds num
and Marangoni number are calculated by the definition

(1)Re= V0R

ν
,

(2)Ma = V0R

κ
,

whereV0 = (−σ ′
TR|∇T∞|)/µ is the reference velocity,R

is the radius of the drop,σ ′
T is the temperature coefficien

of interfacial tension,∇T∞ is the temperature gradient im
posed on the liquid, andν, µ, andκ are kinematic viscosity
dynamic viscosity, and thermal diffusivity, respectively. T
relevant information on the experiment is given inTable 2.

In the experiment, the applied temperature gradient
each run was controlled and maintained. According to
readings of the thermocouples and the recorded video
ages from the interferometer, the temperature distribu
alongz-axis inside the test cell showed an approximate
ear relationship with a less than 10% of the relative de
ation. Near the hot wall of the test cell, larger temperat
gradients appeared; seeFig. 3.

A total of 48 runs were completed on isolated drops,
only those velocity data of the drops whose migrations
judged not to be under the influence of the previous dro
motion (by disturbing the temperature field) are included
the velocity range inTable 2.

The typical sample plots of drop migration in two diffe
ent temperature gradients are given inFig. 4. Figs. 4a and 4c
show the drop’s position evolutions for two sets of drops

diameters 5.32, 2.85, and 3.23, 1.52 mm migrating along the
z-axis direction of the test cell. The plots of corresponding
velocities against time are provided inFigs. 4b, 4d. In these
erface Science 285 (2005) 737–743

-

Table 1
Property parameters at typical temperatures

Fluid properties Temperature

25◦C 60◦C 80◦C

Silicone oil µ (cp= 10−2 dyn s/cm2) 4.268 2.491 1.869
λ (mw/(m K)) 111 106 104
ρ (g/cm2) 0.910 0.878 0.859

FC-75 µ′ (cp= 10−2 dyn s/cm2) 1.416 0.8517 0.6512
λ′ (mw/(m K)) 63 60.5 58.5
ρ′ (g/cm2) 1.77 1.677 1.628

FC-75/silicone oil dσ
dT

(dyn/(cm K)) 0.044± 0.002

Table 2
Parameter range of experimental data

Temperature
gradient
(K/mm)

Radius
range
(mm)

Velocity
range
V (mm/s)

Reynolds
number

Marangoni
number

0.9 0.76–4.0 1.28–3.80 3.2–89.8 148–410
1.2 0.57–3.52 1.14–7.44 4.5–302.6 145–552

Fig. 3. Temperature distribution alongz-axis inside the test cell.

drawings, 5% uncertainty estimated from the image proc
ing system for the typical data points is included.

It can be seen from the curves that the drop migration
in an accelerating process all the time during the trave
with no exception found in all the experimental runs. The
fore, contrary to what was expected, there was no ste
velocity reached and only instantaneous velocities coul
measured in the experiments. We think one possible exp
tion for this finding is that the physical properties of the dr
and matrix liquids varied in the experiments. Particularly,

viscosity of silicone oil as matrix liquid decreases with tem-
perature and therefore results in the acceleration of a drop
moving from a low temperature zone to a higher temperature
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Fig. 4. Typical trajectories of two sets of drops plotted against time
|∇T∞| = 1.2 K/mm (a) and (b) and 0.9 K/mm (c) and (d).

one in the direction of the temperature gradient. Accord
to Table 1and the definition of reference velocityV0, we can
see that the value ofV0 at 25◦C will become about 2.3 time
larger than that at 80◦C due to the change of viscosity of th
matrix liquid. Besides, while a drop was moving at a re
tively high velocity in a matrix liquid, the temperature insi
the drop could not follow the temperature outside the d
during the traverse, even if both the heat transfer by c
ductivity and the inner convection could be relatively stro
in these cases. There is insufficient time for the tempera

gradient within the drop to achieve a steady distribution.

Since there were no steady velocities available in the
space experiment, we present only the maximum migration
the corresponding velocity profiles, respectively, in two temperatureients

velocities for all the data points for each drop. The data w
taken for each drop at the location 8 mm from the warm
wall in order that the maximum velocities were measu
within the linear temperature distribution region (seeFig. 3).
In this way, the influences of both the end wall and
sharper temperature gradient near the warm wall on the
migration velocity were minimized. The data on the sca
velocity, V/VYGB, plotted against the Marangoni numb
are shown inFig. 5. Also plotted in the same drawing are t
previous experimental data from our ground-based exp

ment and the drop shaft experiment to show the experimental
results in an expanded range of Marangoni number. It should
be mentioned that it is reasonable to use the local value of
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Fig. 5. Scaled velocity plotted against Marangoni number.

Fig. 6. Scaled velocity plotted against Marangoni number; data were
tained from the SZ-4 space experiment, IML-2 and LMS missions. A
plotted are predictions from an asymptotic theory and a numerical solu

viscosity at the location where the maximum velocity
drop migration appeared to calculateVYGB and the refer-
ence velocityV0 in the Ma evaluation, in the case when t
variation of viscosity causes the change of drop migra
velocity. It can be seen from the experimental data, the m
imum Marangoni number reached up to about 5500 and
curve inFig. 5 shows a decreasing trend in general with
creasing Ma and gradually approaches its asymptotic va
approximate 30%.

For comparison purpose,Fig. 6shows the data on scale
velocity obtained from three space experiments, includ
the data of Balasubramaniam et al. and Hadland et a
the IML-2 and LMS missions. In all these experiments,
same liquid media. Fluorinert liquid FC-75 and silicone o
are used as drop phase and continuous phase, respec
but with different viscosities for silicone oil and temper
ture gradients applied to the liquid. Also given inFig. 6 are
a prediction from a asymptotic theory of Balasubraman
and Subramanian[11] and a prediction from a numeric
solution made by Ma[12]. When we put these space expe
mental data together, it can be seen that the curve still dis

a trend of decrease in general, even if data dispersion exists
in the drawing. Besides, it is found that for large Marangoni
numbers from 1300 to 3700, in which the unsteady veloc-
erface Science 285 (2005) 737–743

:

y,

ity data obtained from LMS experiment are included[10],
values of the scaled velocity from SZ-4 experiment res
are obviously larger than those from LMS experiments
this range the data from LMS experiments are given i
form of a data cluster for each drop due to that whose
tion was in the transient regime. It can be also seen th
about Ma≈ 90, the prediction of the numerical solution su
gests a rapid increase of the scaled velocity with increa
Marangoni number. The asymptotic solution also predict
increasing trend with increased of Ma. Apparently, ther
a deviation of our data from the predictions: no distinct
crease can be seen from the experimental data points
though the Marangoni number reaches up to about 5
It should be noticed that because drop motion was ac
erating during the traverses in the experiment, it is poss
that the velocity would keep increasing to a higher value
that case, the corresponding scaled velocities would li
be larger in the figure. But the present case is that no
periment has been performed in which sufficient veloc
development of drop migration at large Marangoni numb
could be observed. It seems that it is also difficult to do s
an experiment, considering various limitations to the exp
iments.

During the space experiment, all the corresponding in
ferometry images of drop migration were recorded in r
time by using a VTR. However, to get more informati
from these images, further analysis are required. As a s
ple, Fig. 7 gives an original interferometry image showi
the temperature field around a moving drop.

4. Discussion

The space experiment of drop thermocapillary migrat
presented here has expanded the range of Marangoni
bers. The experimental results show that the velocitie
drop migration at moderate to lage Marangoni numbers
to Ma= 5500 are smaller than that given by the linear p
diction of YGB model and the scaled velocities show,
general, a decreasing trend while Ma increases. Base
the present data obtained in the space experiments an
drop shaft experiments, there are obviously discrepan
between our experimental results and the predictions f
the asymptotic theory and the numerical solution, not onl
magnitude but even in trend. Because the drop migration
accelerated in the experiment reported here, only the m
mum transient velocities can be determined experimen
in the space experiment. Apparently, although the maxim
Marangoni number reaches about 5500 in this experim
we still cannot infer from our present observation whet
it is possible for the drop migration to reach steady vel
ities, and even if the steady velocities can be reached
still do not know whether they are consistent with the th

retical predictions mentioned above, in both cases of which
the physical properties of the fluids are assumed constant.
All these indicate that the drop thermocapillary migration at
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Fig. 7. Interferometry image of th

large Marangoni numbers showed rather complex beha
and, further studies are still needed.

Finally, it shoud be taken into account that Fluorin
liquid FC-75 and silicone oil are miscible to some exte
especially at relatively high temperatures. The miscibi
may result in the change of interfacial tension of the t
liquids. At the beginning of the space experiment, the dr
moving to the hot wall could be removed out of the test c
through a hole on the hot wall. But after several runs, it w
found that some drops attached to the hot wall around
hole. The reason for this was that the drop’s migration
rection slightly deviated from a vertical straight line. In th
case, those drops attached to the hot wall would be part
miscible with the matrix liquid. As a result the migratio
velocity of a drop moving into the miscible region wou
be affected correspondingly. We did see this phenome
happening in the space experiment. We are going to dis
this issue in detail elsewhere. In addition, it was found t
the drop migration direction very promptly and exactly f
lowed the direction of the local temperature gradient dur
the traverse. As the disturbance of the temperature dis
ution caused by the traverse of the previous drop was

totally cleared up, the migration direction of the next drop
would deviate from a straight trajectory.
perature field around a moving drop.
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